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The capability to tailor the dispersion and the cut-oﬀ frequency of waveguides is of importance, as
these essential parameters govern the operating frequency range and the waveguide dimension. Here,
we propose the concept of substrate-integrated impedance surface (SIIS) that enables arbitrary control of
propagation characteristics of closed-shape waveguides. Speciﬁcally, we develop a theoretical framework
for the simplest form of SIIS constituted by a one-dimensional array of blind vias, which is equivalent
to a homogenized surface capacitance embedded in the waveguide. We theoretically and experimentally
demonstrate that loading a substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) with a capacitive SIIS can eﬀectively
reduce its cut-oﬀ frequency, regardless of the transverse dimension of the SIW. In addition, a SIIS-loaded
SIW exhibits several intriguing phenomena, such as the slow-wave guiding properties and the local ﬁeld
concentration. This SIIS-loading technique may open up new possibilities for miniaturization of various
waveguide-based components and for enhancement of their uses in microwave sensing and nonlinear
functions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.10.064024

I. INTRODUCTION
Waveguides have had a major role in the development
of modern communication and sensing systems, as they
have the advantages of high power-handling capability
and low transmission loss. Potential applications include
the high-power microwave and millimeter-wave circuits,
radar and satellite communication systems, waveguidebased sensors, and photonic integrated circuits, to name a
few [1–3]. Moreover, except for being used as an interconnect for signal transmission, rectangular waveguides can
be extensively used to implement electromagnetic components, such as antennas (if suitably opened or slotted)
[4,5], ﬁlters [6,7], resonators [8,9], couplers [10,11], and
phase shifters [12,13]. The cut-oﬀ frequency and the dispersion curve are major speciﬁcations for a waveguide.
Below the cut-oﬀ frequency, a waveguide cannot transmit
electromagnetic waves, analogous to a high-pass energy
conduit. In this context, Engheta and several groups have
recently reported that a rectangular waveguide operated
slightly above the cut-oﬀ frequency can be treated as an
eﬀective zero-index medium, because the guided wave
exhibits a nearly inﬁnite phase velocity (fast-wave propagation), along with almost uniform and intense electric
ﬁelds inside the waveguide. Such properties enable many
*
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new applications, such as supercoupling and tunneling
[14–18], enhanced nonlinear electromagnetic responses
[19–21], and Purcell enhancement of molecular emissions
[22]. Recently, substrate-integrated waveguides (SIWs)
[Fig. 1(a)] have received great popularity in microwave
and millimeter-wave circuits, due to their unique advantages of high power-carrying capacity, high quality factor
(Q factor), and good compatibility with high-yield printed
circuit board (PCB) [23,24] and CMOS manufacturing
processes [25,26]. Basically, a SIW oﬀers the beneﬁts of
a bulky rectangular waveguide, but with a low-proﬁle and
light-weight planar structure.
In this paper, we propose the concept of substrateintegrated impedance surface (SIIS) or “implanted
metasurface” to tailor the cut-oﬀ frequency, dispersion,
physical size, and ﬁeld distributions of a SIW or any closed
waveguide. Figure 1 presents the general concept of the
proposed SIIS. For instance, a SIIS could be formed by a
one-dimensional (1D) blind-via array [Fig. 1(b)], which,
together with its mirror image inside the waveguide, eﬀectively makes an impedance surface with surface impedance
Zs = i/(ωCs ), where Cs is the surface capacitance. Such
an impedance sheet embedded in a waveguide is somehow similar to a two-dimensional (2D) metasurface or
frequency selective surface (FSS), whose equivalent surface impedance is tailored by geometry and a period of
repeated inclusions (electromagnetic scatters). We note
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(e.g., resonators, ﬁlters, couplers, hybridizers, and phase
shifters). In addition, the large ﬁeld enhancement in the
proximity of the reactive SIIS may be used to make ultrasensitive microwave sensors and eﬃcient nonlinear components (e.g., an active waveguide loaded with high-power
electronic devices). In this work, we will derive the explicit
formula to describe the surface impedance (Zs ) for the
SIIS in Fig. 1, with a specially designed geometry. Once
the surface impedance of SIIS is determined, the complex propagation constant and dispersion characteristics of
a SIIS-loaded waveguide can be calculated by solving the
transcendental equation. To validate the proposed concept,
we will conduct numerical simulations and experimental
characterizations for diﬀerent on-board SIIS-loaded SIWs.

(a)

(b)

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE
SUBSTRATE-INTEGRATED IMPEDANCE
SURFACE (SIIS)

(c)

FIG. 1. The general concept and structure of SIIS. (a) Schematics of the standard waveguide (top) and the SIIS-loaded waveguide (bottom); λeﬀ represents the eﬀective wavelength in the
waveguide channel. (b) The top, cross-section, and longitudinal
views of a SIIS-loaded SIW. (c) Equivalence of SIIS to a 2D
impedance surface, formed by currents induced on the blind-vias
array and their images.

that a compact SIIS, when loaded into a SIW using a
compatible manufacturing process, could tailor the dispersion characteristics, cutoﬀ, and modal proﬁle, and ﬁeld
distributions of a SIW, thus creating a number of new
applications. One potential application is to tailor the
epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) responses of a waveguide with
the working frequency tunable over a wide range and independent of the waveguide’s physical dimension. Thanks to
the reduced cutoﬀ and the reduced eﬀective wavelength
in the SIIS-loaded waveguide, related to the slow-wave
propagation, the proposed technique also enables extreme
miniaturization of various waveguide-based components

Here, we consider a capacitive SIIS in Fig. 1(b), consisting of a 1D array of blind vias with subwavelength
diameter a and period p, which is separated from the
bottom ground plane by a small gap g. At microwave frequencies, a single blind via (through-hole via) with height
h placed between the top and bottom metal plates of a SIW
can be equivalent to one column of discrete (continuous)
wire array, as shown in Fig. 1(c). As a result, a physical wire and its imaged counterpart mirrored by the metal
layer [i.e., perfect electric conductor or PEC with (ε, μ) =
(−∞, μ0 )] may eﬀectively form a shunt impedance surface implanted inside a SIW. In this scenario, the tangential
magnetic ﬁelds on the two sides of a SIIS are related
to the tangential electric ﬁelds by the surface impedance
Zs : Ex+ = Ex− = Zs [ẑ × (Hy+ − Hy− )]. As we will derive
in the following, the blind-vias array can be treated as
a capacitive impedance surface with a homogeneous Zs
along the longitudinal direction. Likewise, the subwavelength through-hole vias can form the two PEC sides of
a SIW. In fact, the through-hole vias array is equivalent
to an inductive surface impedance Zs = −iωLs , where Ls
is the surface inductance. The through-hole via array can
be treated as a PEC sheet if Ls is small or the operating
frequency is low (i.e., short circuit) [23]. The dispersion
equation of a SIIS-loaded SIW can be derived using the
transverse resonance method [27], and, for the dominant
TE10 mode, it is given by

w
−iωμ0

+ Zs (ω) = 0,
tan k 2 − β 2
(1)
2
2 k2 − β 2
√
where k = ω εμ0 , ω is the angular frequency, w is the
width of SIW, ε is the permittivity of the dielectric medium
inside the SIW; the exp(−iωt) time convention is adopted
throughout this paper. It is rather illustrative to study
an extremely miniaturized SIW. It can be readily understood from Eq. (1) that in the quasi-static limit (kw  1),
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a capacitive surface impedance, Zs (ω0 ) = iω0 μ0 w/4, is
required to excite a propagating mode at the frequency ω0 .
In essence, there is no limit on the cut-oﬀ frequency, provided that the required Zs can be achieved at the working
frequency.
When an implanted impedance surface (or metasurface)
formed by discrete wires is excited by an external electric
ﬁeld Eext with the TE polarization, the collective behavior of the induced electric dipole moments will result in a
homogenous, thin sheet of surface current. The total averaged polarization related to the local ﬁeld Eloc = Eloc x̂ is
responsible to the component αxx of the electric polariz¯ Considering the full coupling among the
ability tensor ᾱ.
whole array of interacting electric dipoles (subwavelength
cutwires [Fig. 1(a)]), the dipole moment induced on the
nanoparticle is given by [28–31]
⎡

PNxNy = αxx Eloc = αxx ⎣Eext +
(Nx , Ny )=(Nx , Ny )

⎤

G(rNx Ny − rNx ,Ny ) · PNx ,Ny ⎦ ,

−rNx Ny |)] is the dyadic Green’s function in free space.
After some algebraic manipulations, we may write Eq. (2)
as
Eext
,
(3)
P00 = P00 x̂ = −1
αxx − Cint
where Cint = (Nx , Ny )=(0,0) G(rNx Ny , rNx Ny ) · x̂ · x̂ is the
interaction constant that relates the ﬁelds induced by the
inﬁnite array of electric dipoles around the unit cell under
consideration to the local ﬁeld at the origin. The averaged
surface current density on the SIIS can be expressed as
−iωP00
−iωEext
=
x̂.
−1
dx dy
dx dy (αxx
− Cint )

(4)

This is an accurate description of the array’s electromagnetic properties, as long as the periods are small enough
to ensure that only one Floquet harmonic could exist. The
average sheet impedance of the SIIS, as the ratio of the
local electric ﬁeld to the surface current density, can be
expressed as
Zs =

dx dy −1
Eext η
η
− =−
(αxx − Cint ) − ,
Js
2
iω
2

k3
6π ε

Zs = −

(5)

where η is the intrinsic impedance of the host medium. In
the lossless scenario, which is approximately valid at low

Im[Cint ] = −

and

dx dy
−1
) − Re(Cint )].
[Re(αxx
iω

(7)

For a single thin and short conducting wire, the real part
polarizability can be explicitly written as [32]
Re(αxx ) =

4επ h3
,
3[ln(2h/a) − 1]

(8)

where h and a are the length and radius of the wire. In
addition, in the quasi-static limit, the real part of interaction
constant is approximately given by [31]
Re(Cint ) ≈

c
ε(dx dy )3/2

,

(9)

where c is an empirical ﬁtting parameter. From Eqs.
(7)–(9), the surface impedance of the SIIS can be expressed
as

Nx Ny

Nx Ny

Js = Js x̂ =

k3
ηω
.
+
6π ε 2dx dy
(6)
From Eqs. (5) and (6), the surface impedance Zs becomes
−1
Im[αxx
]=−

(2)

where Nx and Ny are positive or negative integers, which
relate the position of local dipoles and periods dx (here,
dx = p) and dy (here, dy = 2h + 2g) by x = Nx dx and
y = Ny dy , rNx Ny is the position of the PNxNy dipole, and
¯ −jk|rNx Ny −rNx Ny | /(4π |r
G(r
, r   ) = (∇∇ + k 2 Ī)[e
Nx Ny

frequencies, Eq. (5) may be further manipulated by considering the physical requirements on the imaginary parts of
−1
and Cint , associated with the power balance [32]
αxx

Zs = −
Cs =

1
iωCs

and
[ε/(dx dy )]

({3[ln(2h/a) − 1]}/4π h3 ) − [c/(dx dy )3/2 ]

(10)

III. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
DEMONSTRATIONS
In this section, we theoretically and experimentally
demonstrate the capability of a SIIS to engineer the properties of a SIW. As can be understood from Eq. (10), the SIIS
in Fig. 1(c) exhibits a surface capacitance that is a function
of the gap g and the period p of blind vias. Additionally,
dx = p, dy = 2h + 2g, and h is the height of the blind vias.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) report the surface capacitance Cs for
such a SIIS with diﬀerent geometric parameters, which
are calculated using Eq. (10) with the empirical parameter c = 0.13. From Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we ﬁnd that Cs is
a strong function of geometric parameters, and it increases
upon reducing the gap size (g) or period (p). By varying
the geometry and the array period of blind vias, the surface
reactance of this SIIS can be tuned over a wide range, thus
oﬀering ﬂexibility in tailoring the dispersion of the SIW.
Without loss of generality, we consider a lossless, air-ﬁlled SIW with width w = 25 mm and height
h0 = h + g = 3 mm, where h is the height of the blind vias
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. Theoretical surface
capacitance of the SIIS shown in
Fig. 1(b) and the comparison of
the analytical and numerical dispersion curves of the SIIS-loaded
SIW: (a) Theoretical surface
capacitance of the SIIS vs the gap
g (p = 1 mm). (b) Theoretical
surface capacitance of the SIIS
vs the period p (g = 0.5 mm).
Propagation constant vs frequency for a SIIS-loaded SIW
with (c) p = 1 mm and a variable
g, and (d) g = 0.5 mm and a
variable p; here, the dashed and
solid lines are obtained from the
analytical model [Eqs. (1) and
(10)] and numerical simulation,
respectively.

and g is the gap size; all blind vias have the same diameter a = 0.6 mm. This SIW exhibits a cut-oﬀ frequency of
6 GHz. We will show below that the dispersion and the
cut-oﬀ frequency of a SIW can be tuned by the surface
reactance of loaded SIIS, instead of the SIW’s transverse
dimension. We conduct full-wave numerical simulations
to calculate dispersion curves of the SIIS-loaded SIWs
in Fig. 1. Our numerical simulations are based on the
frequency-domain ﬁnite-element method [33], and realistic models are used to describe material dispersions and
losses of metals and dielectrics. Figure 2(c) compares analytical (dashed lines) and numerical (solid lines) results
for the frequency-dependent propagation constant of the
SIIS-loaded SIWs; here, p is ﬁxed to 1 mm and g is
varied from 0.2 to 1.5 mm. The analytical results are calculated using Eq. (1), with Cs obtained from Fig. 2(a)
(highlighted as stars). From Fig. 2(c), we ﬁnd that there is a
good agreement between the analytical and full-wave simulation results. Since a capacitive SIIS provides an extra
phase shift in the transverse direction, a SIIS-loaded SIW
exhibits a reduced cut-oﬀ frequency for the dominant TE10
mode. Furthermore, the equivalent surface capacitance of
SIIS increases upon reducing the gap size of blind vias
[see Fig. 2(a)], which may, in turn, reduce the waveguide cut-oﬀ frequency. Figure 2(d) is similar to Fig. 2(c),
but studying the eﬀect of period on the waveguide dispersion; here, g is ﬁxed to 0.5 mm and p is varied from 1 to
3.2 mm. Again, we ﬁnd that the analytical results based on
the extracted surface capacitance in Fig. 2(b) (highlighted
as stars) agree well with the simulation results. When the
pitch distance is reduced, the surface capacitance of SIIS

is increased, which further reduces the cut-oﬀ frequency.
Moreover, the dispersion in the SIIS-loaded SIW also leads
to a transition between the slow-wave propagation (β > k)
and the fast-wave propagation (β < k), as can be seen in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The simultaneous reduction of cut-oﬀ
frequency and eﬀective wavelength (associated with the
slow-wave prorogation) may enable miniaturization of a
waveguide in both transverse and longitudinal dimensions.
We should note that loading the bulky negative magnetic
metamaterials (μ < 0), such as the three-dimensional (3D)
split-ring resonator arrays with permeability described
by the Lorentzian mode, could also reduce the physical
dimension of the waveguide and cavity [34–39]. However, this technique usually suﬀers from the large insertion
loss (propagation loss) and the intrinsically narrowband
response of negative magnetic metamaterials (related to
passivity and causality). For example, it was reported in
[37] that in the negative permeability band, a high insertion
loss (approximately 7 dB) is obtained due to the resonant
absorption. Compared to those metamaterial-based miniaturization techniques, the proposed SIIS technique not only
eases the fabrication complexity and cost, but also allows
a measured insertion loss lower than 3 dB, thanks to the
nonresonant nature of reactive impedance surfaces.
To validate the theoretical results, we fabricate several
prototypes of the SIIS-loaded SIWs and fully characterize their properties. The SIW and SIIS are fabricated using
the standard PCB process. The dielectric substrate (F4B)
has permittivity ε = 2.65 and thickness t = 3 mm. The via
holes are drilled in the dielectric substrate to form the
two sidewalls of the SIW. The SIIS is fabricated using
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Photographs of the SIIS-loaded SIW and the standard

the same mechanical drilling process, with the diameter
of via a = 1 mm. Figure 3 shows photographs of the standard SIW and the SIIS-loaded SIW, with length L = 90 mm
and width W = 20 mm. The transmission coeﬃcient (S 21 )
and the propagation constant are measured using the vector
network analyzer (Agilent N5071B).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

We ﬁrst consider a SIIS with a ﬁxed period (p = 1.6 mm)
and diﬀerent gap sizes (g = 0.9 and 1.5 mm). Figure 4(a)
presents the simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) transmission coeﬃcients (S 21 ) of the standard and SIIS-loaded
SIWs in Fig. 3. We ﬁnd that the experimental and numerical results are in good agreement. Small ripples in the
transmission spectrum can be suppressed by further optimizing the microstrip-to-waveguide taper. It is seen from
Fig. 4(a) that by loading the capacitive SIIS, the cutoﬀ frequency can be downshifted from 5 GHz (standard
SIW) to 4.25 GHz (SIIS-loaded SIW with g = 1.5 mm)
and 3.75 GHz (SIIS-loaded SIW with g = 0.9 mm). As is
already known from Fig. 2, the cut-oﬀ frequency decreases
upon reducing the gap size of blind vias, due to the
increased equivalent surface capacitance. For both loaded
and unloaded SIWs, a good insertion loss (<−3 dB) is
obtained. Figure 4(b) reports the simulated (dashed) and
measured (solid) real part of the propagation constant for
the SIWs in Fig. 4(a). Here, the propagation constant of a
SIIS-loaded SIW is calculated by solving the transcendental equation [Eq. (1)], with Zs obtained from the analytical
formula [Eq. (10)]. From Fig. 4(b), we ﬁnd that the propagation constant extracted from measurement results agree
well with the theoretical results, thus verifying the eﬀectiveness of our analytical model. Figures 4(c) and 4(d)
are similar to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), but studying the eﬀect
of period on the cut-oﬀ frequency; here, the gap size is
ﬁxed (g = 1 mm) and the period is varied (p = 1.6, 3.6,
and 4.8 mm). In all cases, the simulation and measurement
results agree quite well. From Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), it can
be observed that when p decreases, the cut-oﬀ frequency
of the waveguide is downshifted, which is consistent with
results presented in Fig. 2. When p is reduced from 4.8
to 1.6 mm, the cut-oﬀ frequency of the SIIS-loaded SIW
FIG. 4. Experiment demonstration of the SIIS-loaded waveguide
with diﬀerent geometric parameters. Simulation (dashed lines) and
measurement (solid lines) results
for (a) transmission coeﬃcients
(S 21 ) and (b) real part of propagation constant of the SIIS-loaded
SIW in Fig. 3, with diﬀerent values of g (p = 1.6 mm). (c),(d) are
similar to (a),(b), but for the SIISloaded SIW in Fig. 3, with diﬀerent values of p (g = 1 mm).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIG. 5. Distributions of electric ﬁeld intensity. Distributions
of electric ﬁeld intensity in
(a) cross-section view and (b)
longitudinal-section view for the
SIIS-loaded SIW at 7 GHz.
(c),(d) are similar to (a),(b), but
for the standard SIW. Normalized electric ﬁeld intensity for the
rectangular waveguide, the standard SIW, and the SIIS-loaded
SIW (with g = 0.5 and 0.2 mm)
along the (e) x axis and (f) y axis.

(f)

is decreased from 4.5 to 3.7 GHz. Tailoring the diameter of blind vias could also vary the surface impedance
of SIIS and thus propagation characteristics of the SIISloaded SIW, which is discussed in detail in Supplementary
Material [40] as well as the eﬀect of dielectric loss.
The SIW resonators, with a compact size and a high
Q factor, have been proposed to make microwave sensors for detecting complex permittivity inside the SIW. For
instance, the device can be made by integrating a SIW
with a liquid/air-based microﬂuidic channel [41–43]. In
this context, the large and uniform electric ﬁeld around
ENZ frequencies has been proposed to make versatile
waveguide-based permittivity sensors [44,45]. It can be
straightforwardly understood from the perturbation theory,
indicating that when a resonant cavity is perturbed by a
permittivity change, the shift of resonance frequency is
proportional to the local ﬁeld intensity. Finally, we should
note that a miniaturized SIIS-loaded SIW can also be
utilized for sensing and concentrating the electric ﬁeld.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the simulation results for distributions of electric ﬁeld intensity on the cross-section and
longitudinal-section planes of the SIIS-loaded SIW [Fig.
2(a)] at 7.0 GHz. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are similar to Figs.
5(a) and 5(b), but for a standard SIW. Here, the loaded
and unloaded SIWs have identical width, length, and thickness, which are w = 25 mm, L = 40 mm, and t = 3 mm,
respectively. From Fig. 5, it is clearly seen that the electric ﬁelds can be strongly enhanced and localized around
the SIIS, particularly in the gap region. In this sense,
under the same permittivity perturbation, the cutoﬀ or
ENZ frequency of the SIIS-loaded SIW could be remarkably shifted, well beyond the limit of SIW-based sensors.
Figures 5(e) and 5(f), respectively, present the electric
ﬁeld intensity along the longitudinal direction (y direction)

and transverse direction (x direction) for the rectangular
waveguide (green line), the standard SIW (blue line), and
the SIIS-loaded SIW (red and black lines); here, all waveguiding structures have identical physical dimensions and
operate at the same frequency (7.0 GHz). From Figs. 5(e)
and 5(f), we ﬁnd that the SIIS-loaded SIW exhibits a much
stronger local electric ﬁeld when compared to the standard SIW and the rectangular waveguide. Moreover, the
maximum electric ﬁeld, occurring in the SIIS’s gap region,
will increase upon reducing the gap between the blindvias array and the ground plane. As can be understood
from Eq. (10), reducing the gap size will increase the surface capacitance of SIIS, further squeezing the waveguide
dimension and enhancing the local ﬁeld strength. Such a
ﬁeld concentration eﬀect may be of interest for various
waveguide-based microwave sensing, radiation, and nonlinear (e.g., frequency multipliers and mixers) components
that are ﬁeld-intensity dependent.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have discussed the control of waveguide dispersion of an on-aboard or on-chip waveguide
by loading a SIIS, constituted by blind/through-hole vias
and multilevel interconnect structures. Diﬀerent from those
metamaterial-loaded miniature waveguides, the proposed
SIIS-loaded SIW can not only ease the implementation
complexity, but also enable low propagation loss and high
power-carrying capacity. We have developed a theoretical framework to model the equivalent surface impedance
of a speciﬁc SIIS and analyze propagation characteristics
of a SIIS-loaded SIW. We have validated the theoretical
results with both full-wave simulations and experiments.
This SIIS technique shows great potential for engineering
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the dispersion and dimensions of versatile waveguide components. In addition, the SIIS-loaded waveguide exhibits
strong local ﬁeld enhancement, which may be used to
boost nonlinearities of active components and to enhance
sensitivity of waveguide-based microwave sensors.
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